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South Carolina's many fishing piers are crowded when the fall run of good fishing starts and here's a typical
scene at the Ocean Drive pier. (Photo by Brown.)
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Listen to the members of a duck club expressing
their ideas on what should be the regulations for the
coming season. Multiply this by several hundred and
you have a vague idea of what went on before the
waterfowl regulations for this season were announced.
Whether or not you like the regulations, there are
several things to remember. First of all, a drastic
reduction in the kill was necessary, due to a continuing
decline in suitable breeding areas, coupled with
drought conditions that greatly reduced production.
Second, the regulations were based on study of the
overall picture-how many ducks went north and how
many could be expected to head south from the .breeding areas-not just on personal and local observations.
Third, it is the intent of those setting the regulations
to allow the greatest possible harvest without endangering the future supply, but each state naturally •
wants its hunters to bag the greatest possible portion
of this allowable harvest, and asks for seasons that
would assure this. Federal officials, who have the final
say, must try to satisfy all states, or at least keep them
as little dissatisfied as possible.
Finally, those responsible for setting regulations
don't always agree among themselves as to what they
should be. For instance, take this year's change not
allowing shooting until sunrise, instead of a half hour
before. This, of course, is designed to reduce the overall kill and, since it was adopted, must have been
favored by the majority. Others, however, say that
even though the kill, meaning the number of ducks
picked up, may be reduced, the overall loss, which
includes ducks crippled and not recovered, will be
increased. They claim, and probably with justice for
some areas, that by sunrise most of the ducks will have
left the shooting areas and be resting safely on big
waters, and that hunters will blast away at out of-range
ducks the rest of the morning, whereas they could
have got their limits on in-range ducks in the half-hour
before sunrise.
This is only one regulation but you can be assured
that every one of them was adopted only after long
study and considerable argument by men just as interested in preserving waterfowl shooting as you are. So,
don't take the position that since you don't like the
regulations you won't respect them. - E. F.
THE COVER
The annual barbecue given by the late George Warren in connection with the
Hampton Watermelon F estival always attract!'(l many prominent figures and here
he stands behind two long-time friends, form er Governor and Mrs. James F. Byrnes.
( Photo by Brown.)
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Chairman Warren's Passing Loss To State

.

George Warren, who died September 1 at the age of 73 after serving as
chairman of the Wildlife Resources
Commission since its establishment in
1952, combined the far-sighted wisdom of a practical conservationist
with the enthusiasm of an ardent
sportsman and nature lover.
No legislator during the State's history did more for the State's natural
resources or sponsored and fought for
more constructive legislation aimed at
seeing that these resources were managed for the best interests of the people of South Carolina.
First elected to the State Senate
from Hampton county in 1938, after
serving in the House 1912-1916, he
served until his voluntary retirement
in 1950. During this period of service
he was one of the leaders in putting
over the Forestry Commission's expanding program of planting, fire protection and service to the landowner.
He served as chairman of a legislative
committee set up to investigate pulpwood prices and practices in the State.
This committee functioned from 1940
to 1943 and largely as a result of its
hearings and recommendations the
price received by landowners for pulpwood increased from 50 to 75 cents a
cord to between $2.50 and $3 a cord.
Also due largely to the work of the
committee, the pulpwood industry voluntarily inaugurated a program of
recommended cutting practices to its
contractors, and through them to the
subcontractors. In the earlier days of
the industry "clean cutting" with little
thought for the future had been the
practice; but with the cooperation of
the industry and the educational efforts of the Forestry Commission, contractors and landowners were encouraged to leave sufficient trees on cutover areas, and to convert otherwise
useless land into planting. Until this
was done the forests were being cut
down faster than they could be reproduced.
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His strong, personal friendship with
legislators proved very valuable to the
Commission during its early years and
later this friendship was largely responsible for the passage of much constructive legislation, not only on game
and fish matters but for the Division
of Commercial Fisheries. Since he
lived closer to the coast than any other
Commissioner, and was familiar with
the commercial fisheries industry, the
problem of handling commercial fisheries matters devolved upon him to a
great extent.

Fire protection was another program in which Mr. Warren took a
leading part, pushing through legislation in 1945 that made South Carolina
the first state in the South to have a
state-wide fire protection system. Prior
to this, 22 counties had some form of
fire protection but this legislation, with
its appropriation, provided fire fighting units for every county.
Realizing the economic value of
sound forestry practices, Mr. Warren
planted large acreages of his own land
in Hampton and Jasper counties.
Recognizing the State's need for
industry and a balanced economy he
introduced legislation in 1945 creating
the Resources, Planning and Development Board, later shortened to the
Development Board.
When Mr. Warren retired from political life in 1950 he planned "a little
law practice and a lot of hunting and
fishing"; but when his long-time friend
Governor Byrnes asked him to become chairman of the newly established Wildlife Resources Commission
in 1952 he agreed to once again serve
the State.

Although his health was not good
for the last few years before his death
he continued his interest in the outdoors, and even though unable to
hunt actively liked nothing better than
an afternoon's bream fishing and then
cooking the catch on the bank. During
the summers which he spent at his
Edisto Beach cottage he made regular
saltwater fishing trips in his private
boat.
A football star at Clemson, he
graduated in 1908 and returned to
his native Hampton County and read
law in the office of an uncle, Frank
Warren. In addition to his law practice he was active in politics and high
in the ranks of the Democratic party.
He was elected a circuit judge in
1916 but declined the post. He later
served as solicitor of the 14th Judicial
Circuit and several times served as a
circuit judge.

In the 1920's he ran for the United
States Senate, making a strong showing against the late Ellison D. Smith.
At the time of his death he was
president of the Hampton Bar Association. He was a past president of
the South Carolina Bar.

In 1940 he was president of the
South Carolina Democratic Convention and served as chairman of the
delegation to the National Convention. A conservative and a political
(Continued on page 16)
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George Warren -- Country Lawyer
He preferred to refer to himself
that way. He was apt to introduce
himself that way. If you believed that
to be true, you commenced your acquaintance completely misled, and
with an awakening certain to be swift,
sure and complete.
In his long and useful life, George
Warren was many things to many
people. Among others, he was student, athlete, lawyer, landowner, politician, statesman, father, and friend. In
his later years he took on an additional task-that of Chairman of the
South Carolina Wildlife Resources
Commission - a Commission newly
created by his great and good friend,
James F. Byrnes, while Governor of
South Carolina.
Had this infant and newly created
Commission been placed in less wise
and experienced hands, it is almost inevitable that it would have been abolished at the next session of the legislature. George Warren, working closely with another great and longtime
friend, the late A. A. Richardson, as
Director, successfully steered the

Commission through its formative
years. Gradually, slowly and surely
an improvement here (uniforms), another there (technicians), and still another ( warden schools) and yet another
(two-way radios), and always another
(increase in salaries) thus they came,
clarification of laws, coastal fisheries
(tremendous improvement here), boating division (a new department), more
respect for the Wardens, more responsibilities for everyone, better equipment and better kept, reports, no detail too small {ties for Wardens), no
undertaking too large (Bear Island).
George Warren, country gentleman,
genial and gracious host at your annual barbecue, wise counselor and
friend, you worked well and long for
the State you loved so dearly, your
friendship and your memory will be
cherished by all, the good you have
done will reach far into the future. Mr.
Chairman, we salute you and in doing
so, let us adjourn for now, subject to
recall at the will of the Chairman.
-EDWIN

W.

Johnson Is
Commission
Chairman
Edwin W. Johnson of Spartanburg,
named chairman of the Wildlife Resources Commission by Governor
Hollings to succeed the late Senator
George Warren of Hampton, has
served as member-at-large of the
Commission since its establishment in
1952.

.

JOHNSON.

Heyward Named To Commission
Osborn B. Heyward of Charleston
has been appointed by Governor E. F.
Hollings to fill out the unexpired term
of the late Senator George Warren of
Hampton as member of the Wildlife
Resources Commission from the First
Congressional District. The term ends
in 1964.
The seven-member Commission consists of one member from each of the
State's six congressional districts and
one from the State-at-large. Appointments are for six-year terms and are
subject to Senate approval.
Mr. Heyward, a native of Charleston, is 43 years old. He attended the
Charleston schools, and The Citadel
from 1937 to 1941, when he enlisted

A long-time conservationist and
sportsman he was one of the founders
and a past president of the Spartanburg Game and Fish Association, once
the largest sportsmen's club in the
State. He was also active in the state
organization.
As a member of the Commission he
has always been concerned with those
whose hunting and fishing opportunities are limited and at Commission
meetings has frequently remarked,
"We've got to do something for the
squirrel hunter, the rabbit hunter and
the people who haven't a good place
to go fishing."
If there is one achievement of
which he is proudest it is the public

(Continued on page 16)

(Continued on page 13)
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Warden HERBERT KEISLER of Lexington County helps in a trout stocking in the Saluda River. (Photo by Brown .)

Wardens Work In Fisheries
By JEFFERSON C. FULLER, JR., Chief of Fisheries

In preparing this talk I asked myself, "How can the biologists in the
freshwater fisheries section and you
wardens in the enforcement section
better work together to improve fishing?" My first step was to make a list
of some of the things a warden is
expected to do and they included the
'" following:
1. Enforce the hunting and fish regulations. Enforcement Officer.
2. Each session of the legislature
results in new laws being passed
and old ones being amended. All
of these have to be learned and
interpreted. Lawyer.
3. The terrific increase in boating
during recent years has added
another job for the warden.
Someone has to enforce the boating laws and keep people from
running over each other. Traffic
Officer.
The above tal,k was given by Fuller at the
annual, wardens' school in July.
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4. The basic principles of boating
must be taught to everyone if
any degree of safety is to be
maintained. Teacher.
5. A warden must have a good
understanding of first aid for use
under all conditions. Doctor.
6. Civic clubs, hunting and fishing
clubs, schools and other groups
present a constant demand for
information pertaining to wildlife. Public Speaker.
7. A warden must be able to identify all types of trees, plants, fish
and game. Naturalist.
8. He must be courteous in his dealings with the public although on
rare occasions he might personally feel a good cussing might be
better. Politician.
9. He frequently assists persons in
the field who might have car
trouble or o u t b o a rd motor
trouble. Mechanic.

10. He must understand wildlife
ecology. Biologist.
Since you have to be an enforcement officer, lawyer, traffic officer,
teacher, doctor, public speaker, naturalist, politician, mechanic and biologist, there isn't much time left for
doing other things.
Before mentioning some of the additional ways we can work together to
improve fishing, I wish to take this opportunity to express my sincere thanks
to the Enforcement Division for the
cooperation it has offered in the
past. I have worked here a little over
eight years and have never requested
help that it was not immediately given.
We in the Fisheries Section try to
work the same way. Every employee
in the Fisheries Section has been instructed to work with you wardens in
any way they can be of service. Any
time a new employee is hired, he is
told to go out of his way to be of
aid when you request it.
As you know, we have several big
fish kills each year resulting from pollution. If a kill occurs in your area, I
suggest your plan of action include
the following three steps:
1. Determine the extent of the kill.
That is, make an estimate of the number of dead fish and give points between which the fish were located.
2. If the kill occurs in waters west
of Columbia, call Fisheries Biologist
Otho D. May at Saluda. If it occurs
east of Columbia, call Fisheries Biologist Robert E. Stevens at Moncks
Comer.
3. Collect water samples. At least
one-half gallon of water should be
collected for each sample. Take one
sample near the middle of where most
of the dead fish are located. Take one
sample about one mile downstream
from the main kill. Take one sample
above where the fish kill commenced,
if this point is known to you. By now
most of you know the source of the
pollution, so take the sample a short
distance upstream. Each sample jar
should have the lid screwed on firmly immediately after the water is
collected.
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE

Help for Ponds
There are approximately 25,000 farm
ponds in South Carolina. Many of
you are frequently contacted for information concerning the management
of these ponds. We now have a man
available for visiting such ponds and
offering recommendations concerning
how to improve fishing. If someone in
your area desires this service, please
contact us in Columbia and the necessary arrangements will be made. Since
there are 25,000 ponds and only one
man to do the checking, the service is
set up on a first come first serve basis.
It may take a little time, but each
request will be fulfilled.
Aquatic weeds in the waters of the
state frequently make fishing impossible. The vast majority of these weeds
can be controlled if proper action is
taken. If you encounter such problems we will be glad to provide instructions on what should be done.
Probably the most important thing for
us to know is the correct name of the
plant, preferably the scientific name.
If you are not familiar with the plant,
ask your county agent, S. C. S. office or
maybe your local high school biology
teacher to help identify it. If this
source fails, send specimens of the
plant to Columbia. Collect the entire
plant including the roots. Wrap it in
aluminum foil or oil paper, then package it and mail. We will provide instructions concerning its control as
soon as possible.
I've mentioned three new methods
by which we can work closer together
in improving fishing. I'd now like to
mention some of the methods we have
been using in the past and the results
of that work.
Fish population studies have been
conducted on every major reservoir in
the state. Some of you personally
know that this is interesting work but
that it is also hard and nasty work.
There isn't much pleasure in picking
up rotten fish in hot weather. However, it has paid off in biological information used in revising our fishing
regulations. State-wide removal of the
VoL. 8, No. 4-FALL, 1961

size limits and liberalizing the creel
limits were accomplished in the past
session of the legislature.
Trout Program
In the last five years there has been
a marked increase in trout fishing success in Oconee, Pickens and Greenville
counties. A very large part of this
improvement was due to the work of
the Enforcement Personnel in these
counties. As a result of their efforts,
the trout waters have now been delineated, new and needed regulations
have been passed, and an annual
stocking schedule is decided upon
with their aid.
A year ago last February a public
hearing was held in Columbia by the
U. S. Army Engineers. The purpose
of this hearing was to take steps in
determining whether or not the Congaree and Wateree Rivers should be
made navigable for barge traffic. It
was brought out at the hearing that
the last barge company working these
rivers went bankrupt in 1916. Since
that time the railroads have increased
their services tremendously. Also, the
use of trucks for transporting goods
has arisen since then. It puzzles me
as to how an industry which went
bankrupt without this added competition could be successful with it.
As you know, rockfish are free
spawners and do not build nests. Their
eggs must have running water for successful reproduction. This last spring
an egg study was conducted on the
Congaree and Wateree Rivers. As a
result of this study, we will know the
spawning grounds of the rockfish,
when they spawn, a quantitative estimate of the number of eggs spawned
and other factors concerning their reproduction. This information was collected with major aid from the Enforcement Division. For eight weeks
the study was conducted 24 hours per
day.
It is believed that a system of locks
and/or dams will be necessary to make
these rivers navigable. If these are
constructed, it will be impossible, or

at least very difficult, for the rockfish
to reach their spawning grounds. Even
if they did reach them and dropped
their eggs, it is extremely doubtful the
eggs would hatch. A constant current
is needed or the eggs will settle to
the bottom and die. Obviously the
loss of rockfish in Santee-Cooper would
be a major blow to the State, both
economically and from a recreational
viewpoint. I don't believe the motel
operators, cafe owners, gasoline stations, drug stores, grocery stores, bait
dealers, boat dealers, outboard motor
dealers-but most of all, sport fishermen would be to happy about losing
the rockfishing.
·
Two summers ago the enforcement
division aided in checking the Saluda
River below Lake Murray Dam. It
was thought possible that rainbow and •
brown trout could be stocked successfully in the tailrace since the discharge
water is taken off the bottom of the
lake and as a result is very cold.
Checks taken during August and September ( the critical period) indicated
that stocking would be a sound experiment. Subsequently, 5,000 adult trout
were stocked. Less than one year later
the seven- and eight-inch trout had
grown to 16 or 17 inches in length and
were being caught by sport fishermen.
It is now planned to continue the
stocking for several more years.
Each week a report is received from
Enforcement Personnel located near
the big reservoirs of the State. These
reports indicate fishing success, where
the fish are being caught, depth of
water, and types of lures. This information is compiled into a master report and submitted to the Associated
Press. They in tum, make it available
to newspapers, radio stations and television stations state-wide. It is also
used by news media in nearby towns
in neighboring States.
The fish hatchery section each year
produces and distributes between four
and five million fishes to the waters of
the State. Most of the public waters
are stocked in accordance with recommendations from the Enforcement Per(Continued on page 16)
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Are Hunters To Blame?

•

Being a comparatively young man
who can barely remember the street
cars on Main Street and the way mules
used to cut up when they met an
automobile on a country road, I cannot be considered a veteran quail
hunter and therefore am not qualified
to speak authoritatively on whether or
not the habits of quail have changed
materially in the past 30 or 40 years.
The majority of old hunters, however,
seem to agree that there has been a
definite change and I'll go along with
them, since if I didn't there'd be no
excuse for writing this article.
So, assuming that the birds "don't
do like they used to," we'll listen to an
old hunter comparing the quail of his
younger days to the present-day birds
which, he claims, are giving him ulcers, or at least driving him to drink
which isn't good for his ulcers.
"Back then," he says, "the birds did
right. The coveys would hold and the
singles would stay pretty much together. They wouldn't fly too far and
would usually light where you could
get good shooting. You could often
find them out in the open in the middle of the day and they never, neverwell hardly ever-lit in trees."
(At this point I'd like to observe
that the pleasant memories of youth,
like the size of a £.sh or the number
of doves you killed without a miss,
improve with the passage of the years
and perhaps things weren't exactly as
he recalls them.)
"But"' now," he goes on, "they'll run
ahead of the dog like a guinea. If your
dog hurries them they flush and if he's
too careful they're home free in the
briars, cane, blackberries or honeysuckle. If you do get a point they
won't hold and when they get up
they're apt to fly out of sight, hit for
the heaviest cover, or take a long
swerve after you think they've lit. And
they stay in the thick cover all day
except for coming out a little in the
early morning or late afternoon. They
seem to be lighting in trees more than
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they used to and the man who says
he can consistentlly kill birds Hying
from a tree is either an exceptionally
good shot or a liar."
Complaints like these are common,
but, if you're a quail hunter, have you
ever stopped to ask yourself what
responsibility for these changed actions lies with you and others who
have so increased the hunting pressure in the past few decades? If you
have given the matter any thought
you probably passed it off by saying
"They're just getting smarter," as if
the wiser old birds hold regular seminars in hunter avoidance and survival
training.
The fact is-or at least I think it
is-is that the hunters are largely responsible for developing the undesirable characteristics about which they
complain. It's a matter of selection,
unplanned selection. Now selection,
as used in connection with breeding,
refers to the choosing of parents for
the next generation with the idea of
improving the breed. A skilled pro-

gram of selection is the basis and
foundation of constructive breeding
and it can definitely develop desired
characteristics-physical and mental.
Now what have you and I and all
quail hunters done? We have unwittingly practiced the process of selection in reverse-eliminating the birds
with desirable characteristics and leaving the birds with undesirable characteristics to pass them on to their
progeny.
These desirable characteristics, at
least desirable from the viewpoint of
the man who wants to kill quail, lessen
the quail's chances of survival and
thereby of having the opportunity to
pass these characteristics on to the
next generation.
On the other hand the characteristics that we consider undesirable are
those that increase chances of survival
for a covey and its individual members.
As for how the characteristics of
different coveys affect survival, let's
consider two coveys of last year's
experience that ranged about half a
mile apart, both feeding out on fairly
open land adjacent to thick cover and
each having about 20 birds at season

Regardless of how contrary the quail act you ' ll still get some shooting with good dogs like this well-conditioned
pointer nailing a covey in open cover. (Photo by Brown.)
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opening. The first covey was most
cooperative and would usually afford
a point. The singles would almost invariably fly across a little valley to a
fairly open sedge hill. The last time
I saw the covey, about a month before
the season closed, it was down to four
birds, probably due to poachers as I'd
killed only a few.
The other covey afforded only one
solid point all season, and that when
the dog located them on the edge of
some thick stuff where they were lying
up in midaftemoon. Every other time
they'd start running at sound or sight
of the dog or, if they were too far from
the thick cover, would take off through
the air. To my knowledge only one
bird was killed out of that covey all
season and when I saw it flush wild
for the last time during the last week
of the season it seemed about as large
as it had on Thanksgiving Day.
There was probably mating this
spring between survivors of the two
coveys and it will be interesting this
fall to see if there are again two coveys
on the same general areas and what
their characteristics will be.
Getting back to that process of reverse selection we unwittingly follow,
let's ask ourselves a few questions and
answer them honestly. Suppose a
covey holds well and the singles light
in open cover, what do you do? The
chances are that you'll go after those
fairly vulnerable singles, hunt them
hard and the next time you go hunting try and locate that same covey.
Now suppose a covey gets up wild
and the singles take a long and scattered flight into a swamp or other
thick cover, what do you do? Unless
your luck has been poor you'll probably say, "to hell with 'em" and go
looking for another covey with the
hope it will be more cooperative.
The wonder is that the quail has
remained such a wonderful game bird.
With the hunter harassment he undergoes from Thanksgiving to late winter
you might expect development of a
bird that hid in the brush like a towhee, took to the air as far from the
gun as a nervous crow, and was as
VoL. 8, No. 4-FALL, 1961

Conversational Aids
Quail hunters speak a language all
their own, its understanding made
more difficult by the fact that a term
may be either complimentary or derogatory, depending upon how it's
used. Also, identical work by two
different clogs may be described differently-depending upon ownership
of the dogs . If your dog covers a lot
of ground he's "big running"; if he
can't keep up with the other dogs he's
"thorough." If your dog fiushes birds
he's "aggressive"; if someone else's dog
does that same thing he's "headstrong."
And since all the bird hunting terms
are over-worked, we suggest that the
birddog men pick up some new ones
from the news commentators, still retaining their right to put their own
interpretation on what the terms mean.
For instance:
Missile malfunctior1r-didn't cut a
feather.
Missile lag-didn't lead him enough.
Diplomatic immunity-he's not your
dog so don't whip him.
Diplomatic concession - admitting
you didn't shoot at the only bird that
fell.
Diplomatic deadlock-refusal to admit you didn't.
Peaceful coexistence-you dorit talk
about my dog and I won't talk about
yours.
Situation unclear-dogs pointing all
over the place.
Review of strategy-which side of
the ditchbank will they fiy down?
Clarification needed-where in hell
did those singles go?
Exploratory discussions - argument
over where in hell they went.

Fait accompli-they went in the
honeysuckle.
Gold drain-boarding your dogs.
Dangerous potential-taking along
that unbroken puppy.
Domestic crisis-one of your wife's
nieces getting married on Saturday
afternoon in the bird season.
Cold war parley-explaining why
you won't be able to attend the
wedding.
Mutual trust-"Since you're my
friend, you can have him for $300."
Meeting the challenge-"I'll give
you old Joe for him."
Wide diplomatic experience-has
bought and sold many bird dogs.
Momentous decisior1r-can the jeep •
get across this ditch?
Fiasco-it couldn't. Where's the
closest tractor?
Alien ideology-hunting quail with
anything but a pointer or setter.
Area of misunderstanding-didn't
know the land was posted.
Liberal-hunts on anybody's land.
Conservative-won't let anybody
hunt on his land.
Price differentia-,,_what you paid
for the dog and what you told your
wife you paid.
Coalitior1r-taking all the dogs.
Backlog of materia-,,_extra bottle
under the seat.
Seizing initiative-"Did you shoot?"
Faulty evaluatior,,-"And I paid
$250 for the so-and-so."
Trade potentia-,,_"Wonder who I
could unload him on?"
Stiff note-bill from the vet.-E. F.

seldom seen in full sunlight as a whippoorwill .-E. F.
NOTE: The above article grew out
of a conversation with Frank Arnold,
a typical bird hunter. I call him a
typical bird hunter because last spring
he told me he had a puppy that was
"the most promising young dog I ever
saw."

The raccoon's Latin name Lotor
means "the washer". It is noted for
washing food when near water.
The fisher is the fastest tree-top
traveler in the animal world. It can
even overtake the marten which is so
adept at catching red squirrels in the
treetops.
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Panthers, usually black, are reported fairly regularly from various parts of the State but there is no record of one having been killed since the 1880 ' s,
or possibly earlier. Joe, above, was born in the Charleston Zoo in 1952 and given to Brookgreen .

"
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While hangiftg around the Wildlife Department's booth at the State Fair, which has
had some live aµd some stuffed animals,
we've been shocked at the lack of knowledge
of many children-and some adults-about
our native wildlife. A couple of years ago
we had an otter in a tank and he was identified as a seal, bear, wildcat and opossum.
Even as common an animal as the raccoon
is often called an opossum; and the yellow
perch swimming around in a tank were
called rainbow trout. And an adult who saw
the picture of Baldy the eagle termed him a
Canada goose.
So, in an effort to make some of our native
animals and birds more familiar, we're
running these pictures taken at the Brookgreen Gardens Zoo near Georgetown by Art
Buehler. We're indebted to R. G. McFarlan,
the zoo superintendent, for his help in making the pictures.
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Looking rather shabby in his summer coat is Chubby, the oldest inhabitant of the Brookgreen Zoo. Chubby was given to Brookgreen by a Mr. Bellamy of the Ocean Drive area
in 1944. He was captured as a cub near Moncks Corner when the Santee-Cooper basin
was being cleared in 1942.

i

Some
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Wldt~
Baldy was given to Brookgree.n in

There's a large flock of wild turkeys in one of the big enclosures and
many of them have flown the fence and are scattered about the area .

1947 by Roy Bessinger of Arcadia
Plantation after the young bird
had fallen from its nest.

A buck in velvet, a fawn and two
does

buck

feed

stays

while

in

Bambi, the doe

a more nervous

the
in

background .
center,

is a

pet of children. She had
in 1958, one in 1959,
two in 1960 and another two last
spring. (All photos by Buehler. )
great
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Jeep, the oldest and largest of the raccoons at Brookgreen, was
formerly a pet but became so a d ept at opening kitchen cabinets
in the owners '

home that he wound

up at the zoo, where

he ' s

been for e ight years .

Mickey the otter and his mate, Minnie, have been at Brookgreen since
1955. They were caught when young on Bellefield Plantation near
Georgetown . Another otter had lived at the zoo for 19 years before she
died two years ago.

fawn

Adm. Polatty
Again Heads
Federation
Polatty, USN,

Rear Admiral D. P.
Ret., of Greenville was re-elected
president of the S. C. Wildlife Federation at the annual convention in
Columbia September 24.
Buford S. Mabry of Sumter was
elected vice-president and directors
are: F. Bartow Culp, Charleston;
J. Dawson Addis, Walhalla; Stewart
0. Brown, Clinton; Dr. G. 0. Bunch,
Columbia; W. Earl Brown, Lake City;
Sam A. Williams, Clemson; Dan McKeithan, Darlington; Robert B. Moise,
Sumter; W. Burke Watson, Sumter;
James H. Lemmons, Charleston.
The Oconee County chapter was
awarded the silver bowl as the outstanding chapter in the State.
A special committee was named to
consider the Sears-Roebuck Foundation Governor's Award program for
adoption by the Federation.
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A . A. DUKE, president of the Oconee Chapter of the S. C. Wildlife Federation, receives the silver bowl for
the outstanding chapter from Rear Admiral D. P. POLATTY, USN , Ret., Federation president. (Photo by Brown .)

Hunting And Fishing Pressure Growing Fast

•

Public demands for hunting and
fishing opportunities are expected to
double in the Southeast within the
next 40 years, according to preliminary studies being prepared by the
U. S. Study Commission, Southeast
River Basins. This finding is a part of
the Commission's investigation preparatory to forming a plan for the
"conservation, utilization, and development'' of the over-all land and
water resources in an 88,000-square
mile area in Georgia, and parts of
Alabama, Florida, and South Carolina, the Wildlife Management Institute reports.
Information gathered in the fourstate study area during a 1955 survey
showed that hunting and fishing demand equaled 15.9 million man-days,
and 22.4 percent of the people fished
and 8.8 percent hunted. This is expected to more than double by the
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year 2000. The greatest per capita
demand for hunting and fishing within the next 40 years, the Study Commission expects, will occur by 1975.
The "predominant influence of urbanization" is viewed as reducing the
"opportunity to fish, and even more,
to hunt," after that. This does not
mean that there will be a smaller total
number of hunters and fishermen, but
rather that the percentage of outdoorsmen in the total population may
be smaller after 1975.
"On the other hand," the Commission report continues, "the demand for
hunting and fishing on lands and
waters open to the public is expected
to continue to increase at an unprecedent~d rate. This will be particularly true of the publicly owned
lands. Special permits issued for managed hunts in Georgia on national
forests, increased at an average rate

of 9.9 percent per annum during the
period from 1949-1959; trout permits
issued in Georgia increased at an
average annual rate of 13 percent for
the same period .
"Paradoxically, the State and federal agencies dependent upon license
sales as a means of providing new
facilities may be confronted with
financial crises as the demand for
'packaged' trips increases."
"With this in prospect, it will become increasingly important for the
conservation agencies concerned to
carefully weigh their choice of projects and programs, giving priority to
those which will best meet the need
for hunting and fishing at minimum
expense. This will require a practical
means of measuring costs and benefits ; also the development of longrange plans in order that adequate
resources may be made available.
SouTII
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Continued Study
Of Pesticides
Badly Needed

.
l

"Pesticides can and do have a significant impact on the natural environment," conferees at the recent
10th Pacific Science Congress were
told by Dr. Ira N. Gabrielson, president of the Wildlife Management
Institute.
"Even in well-regulated u s e s,"
Gabrielson told delegates to the international science meeting in Hawaii,
"they have a sometimes serious effect.
The problem now facing us is to
make sure that pesticides are applied
only under known conditions and
when the result of their use can be
reasonably determined in advance."
Gabrielson recommended that priority of research be given to:
"The refinement and/or development of techniques to determine
whether lethal quantities of poisons
are in animals that are suspected of
having died because of application of
economic poisons. Much can be gained by being able to show conclusively the reason for loss of animal
life in the field.
"Expanded research in determining
toxicity to valuable wildlife of the
pesticides. The known fact that the
reaction of different species of birds,
mammals, and fish varies widely for
specific poisons emphasizes the need
for this work.
"The classification of various economic poisons as to their effects
according to the sex and age of
animals and how the poisons enter an
animal's body.
"The launching of comprehensive
field studies of the characteristics of
animal populations in areas that have
been treated with toxic chemicals."
----SCWRC:----

A grizzly bear in Yellowstone Park,
running ahead of an automobile, was
found to travel at a speed of 30 miles
an hour.

VoL 8, No. 4-FALL, 1961
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A good shad population is necessary for a good striped bass population and above is the meal disgorged
by a SO-pound striper caught last spring by Robert Cotton in the Wateree River. The partially-digested fish
at the bottom, although it resembles a small striper, is not. Sante e-Cooper Fisheries Biologist 808 STEVENS
says that although he has examined thousands of striped bass stomachs he has found no evidence of
cannibalism. (Photo by Bud Shealy, The State . )
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The fact that ducks follow four main flyways makes the job of setting federal regulations a little simpler,
if such a job could ever be considered simple . As a puzzler ask one of your duck hunting friends to name
the states in the Atlantic flyway . (Fish and Wildlife Service map.)
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One afternoon recently I got the
idea that some pictures of a puppy
retrieving doves would make a good
spread. By a strange coincidence the
inspiration came only a few minutes
after I'd seen my 10-week-old Brittany
-Junebug-retrieve the first dove
she'd ever seen shot down.
By another strange coincidence,
Gordon Brown had had the same
idea, except that he had the peculiar
notion that his young Labrador-Sue
-would be a better model. As a
compromise it was agreed that we'll
have a picture of Sue retrieving a
duck in some future issue, provided
Gordon can kill or borrow a duck.
Since space is limited and since I
am not one to brag on my dog, I will
not discuss Junebug's qualities in any
detail, except to state that she is
trustworthy, loyal, helpful, friendly,
courteous, kind, obedient, cheerful,
thrifty, brave, clean and reverentwhich would qualify her for the Boy
Scouts if she weren't a little girl.
Junebug is from the fine strain of
Brittanys owned by Frank Hill up at
Union, who uses them almost exclusively on his shooting preserve. I'm
sorry but there's no chance of getting
any of Junebug's puppies in the immediate future, as I have already sold
her first three litters.

,.

The above pictures were taken on
her second dove hunt, when she was
11 weeks old.
-E. F.

" Well, here it is."
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" Why can ' t I go? I' ll be good ."

" Is this what I' m supposed to do? "
" This smells better than that rubber rat."

(Photos by Brown)

" Come to think of it-I caught it. Why can ' t I keep it? "

SOUTH CAROLINA Wn:.oLIFE

At left, GORDON BROWN climbs aboard a DepartAaron as he scoops up a load of trout for transfer
into the Saluda River. Center, the trout were lively

after their trip down from the Walhalla hatchery and
despite the hot weather only half a dozen or so were
lost. The aerated water was kept cool by several
additions of ice . Right, the trout splash into their

new home from the net held by
intendent BILL WILLIAMS . (First
others by Brown .)

A five-year experimental program
designed to establish trout in the
Saluda river above Columbia entered
its second year in early August with
the release of 3,000 brown trout and
2,000 rainbows - averaging around
eight inches-from the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service hatchery in Oconee
County, some of them being seen
splashing into their new home in the

photos above.
A similar release, with the numbers
of browns and rainbows reversed, was
made in July, 1960, and was at least
a partial success, with those caught
last spring having made most satisfactory growth. A rainbow of 17 inches and a brown of 20 inches, both
caught in May, were the largest reported. Some of the trout were carry-

ing roe but, so far, there has been no
evidence of reproduction.
One hazard faced by the trout in
their new home is the presence of a
good population of large striped bass,
which consumed an undetermined
number of trout from the 1960 stocking. One 20-pounder caught a few
days after the stocking had three trout
in its stomach.

ment fisheries truck to snap Fisheries Worker Tom

Johnson
(Continued from page 3)

fishing lake near Spartanburg, now
named for him. This 40-acre lake, the
first under the Department's public
fishing program, was built almost entirely as a result of his efforts. Since
it was opened to fishing in 1955 it
has brought good fishing to thousands,
including the many children participating in the annual Fishing Rodeo.
After attending The Citadel and
Wofford, he graduated in law at USC
and since then has practiced in Spartanburg.
Mrs. Johnson is the former Eppes
Jones of Columbia. They have two
daughters, Wallace Eppes Johnson
and Frances Roswell Johnson.
---:SCWRC---

The opossum is the only native
North American mammal that carries
her young in a pouch.
VoL. 8, No. 4-FALL, 1961

This setup, a stuffed horned owl and a freshly killed crow, should have worked on a crow shoot but it didn ' t,
probably because the area had been shot over a few days before . The crow is a wily bird and although the
caller brought them from all d irections they wouldn't come within range . (Photo by Finlay.)
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Upstate Areas Offer Some Good Hunting

•

"Our hunting is naturally not as
good as that on some of the Low
Country plantations where game-conscious men with plenty of money put
emphasis on game production, but it's
pretty good, particularly for the hunter
who'll take the trouble to do a little
pre-season looking around," says Pat
Ryan, Department biologist whose territory takes in the western and northwestern sections of the State.
Ryan's work is primarily with the
game management areas on the Long
Cane and General Pickens ranger districts of the U. S. Forest Service, and
he points out that there are two kinds
of hunting-the controlled hunts on
the management aras and the hunting Piedmont deer are big and healthy and here's a
specimen from one of last season •s management
on the rest of the National Forest land, nice
hunts on the Forks-Key Bridge area. (Photo by
Buehler.)
which is open for all game in season.
The Long Cane-mainly in Edge- ( A schedule of all management area
field and McCormick counties but tak- hunts is carried on page 15.)
ing in parts of Greenwood, Abbeville
A permit is required for the manand Saluda counties-comprises 111,- agement area hunts but the remainder
909 acres, of which 39,300 acres are of the Forest Service land is open to
in four management areas-Forks, Key hunting during regular seasons with
Bridge, Parsons Mountain and Clark no permission required.
Hill.
Ryan also says that many of the
The General Pickens comprises 72,landowners will give permisprivate
593 acres in Oconee and Pickens counhunting, but this is up to the
for
sion
ties, open to hunting of all game in
hunter.
individual
season except the 10,950 acres in the
Accommodations for hunting the
Chauga area, this being closed until
restocked deer and turkey build up . Long Cane can be found in McAbbeville and
Ryan says the Long Cane district Cormick, Edgefield,
is allowed,
camping
and
Hill,
Clark
supports a fair to good small game
this should
for
arrangements
although
population, depending on the section
Service.
Forest
the
through
made
be
hunted. The stream bottoms have
largedistrict,
Pickens
General
The
many species of oak and other mastas
support
not
does
mountainous,
ly
producing trees, and in most cases
Long
the
as
populations
support a good squirrel population. good game
Rabbits and quail are found around Cane at present, although small game
the edges of the forested areas and populations appear on the increase.
there are good raccoon populations in A fair deer population is found in
some areas.
the bottoms and wooded areas.
Best accommodations for hunting
There is no open season on deer or
district can be found at Walhalla.
this
turkey but under special legislative
The Clark Hill management area,
act controlled hunts are held on the
Forks, Key Bridge and Parsons Moun- consisting of approximately 12,000
tain management areas, the last being acres, affords good quail and rabbit
opened for the first time this year. hunting and no permission is required
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for hunting small game. These lands,
owned by the U. S. Corps of Engineers and leased by the Wildlife Resources Department, have undergone
an intensive small game development
program. This area is adjacent to the
Clark Hill reservoir.
Ryan estimates that there are around
50,000 acres of land belonging to major
lumber companies in the vicinity of
the Forest Service lands and most of
this is open to hunting without permission. Excellent small game hunting can
be found on much of this land. Among
the companies with large holdings are
International Paper Company, Champion Paper Company, Bowater and
others.
Ryan suggests that anyone wanting
to hunt the National Forest land
familiarize themselves with the area
they plan to hunt.
Information on the National Forest
lands can be secured from the U. S.
Forest Service, 901 Sumter St., Columbia or the following district rangers:
General Pickens-Don L. Thornton,
Stumphouse Ranger Station, Star Rt.,
Walhalla; Long Cane-M. B. Jones,
13 Federal Bldg., Box 471, Greenwood.

It's an old custom to nail sets o f antlers to a tree
at deer hunting ca mps and here's a typical exam p le.
You'll not ice that none of the racks are as heavy as
that of t he buck at the top of the page. (Photo by
Brown .)
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Management Area
Hunt Schedules
Are Announced
Over 140,000 acres of game management areas located in National Forest
lands will be opened to managed hunts
this fall, including two bow huntsone on the 17,000-acre Francis Marion
refuge and the other on the 10,000acre Forks area in Edgefield and McCormick counties. The complete hunt
schedule, including spring gobbler
hunts, is shown at right.
No charge is made for any of the
hunts but hunters must obtain permits
at check stations, good for the entire
hunt period. Hunters must also check
out at the stations and show all game
killed.
No dogs are allowed on any of the
hunts, except on leash to find wounded
game, and no rimfire rifles or others
of inadequate killing power will be
allowed.
Camping will be permitted at designated areas and maps of the individual
management areas will be available at
check stations.
Further information on the hunts
may be secured by writing Wildlife
Resources Department, Hunt Information, P. 0. Box 360, Columbia.
All the Francis Marion areas are in
Berkeley and Charleston counties. The
Forks-Key Bridge is in Edgefield and
McCormick counties; Parsons Mountain is in McCormick, Abbeville and
Greenwood counties; and the Enoree
is in Union, Laurens and Newberry
counties.
District biologists who can provide
further information are: John H.
Quillen, Moncks Corner, Phone VA
5-3351; Pat Ryan, Rt. 2, Box 166,
Greenwood, Phone GL 1-3671; Walter
H. Schrader, 428 Pickens Court, Rock
Hill, Phone 327-2577. No collect calls,
please.
---SCWRC-

-
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Canada geese mate for life and
family units stay together until they
return north in the spring.
VoL. 8, No. 4-FALL, 1961

S. C. Wildlife Resources Department and U. S. Forest Service
FRANCIS MARION WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREA

Period

Date
Inclus.

Weapon

Refuge
17,000 Acres

6 Days

Oct.
16-21

Bow

No Turkeys, 2 Bucks, Hogs
All Game in Season

Refuge
17,000 Acres

4 Days

Nov.
1-4

Shotgun
Rifle

1 Buck, Fox, Hogs, Coons, Wildcats
No Turkey, No Small Game

Preserve
43,000 Acres

4 Days

Nov.
22-25

Shotgun
Rifle

1 Buck, Hogs, Fox, Wildcats, Coons
No Turkey or Small Game

Preserve
43,000 Acres

6 Days

Nov. 27
Dec. 2

Rifle or
Shotgun

All Small Game in Season
No Deer, No Turkey

Area

I

Game

SUMTER NATIONAL FOREST WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREAS

Forks Only
10,000 Acres
Fks., Key Br.
20,000 Acres

I

3 Days

Oct.
25-28

Bow

1 Buck. No Turkeys

4 Days

Nov.
1-4

Shotgun

1 Buck. No Turkeys

•

-Forks,
Key Bridge

4 Days

Nov.
15-18

Shotgun
Rifle

1 Buck. No Turkeys

Parsons Mtn.
22,000 Acres

3 Days

Nov.
9-11

Shotgun
Rifle

1 Buck. No Turkeys

Forks,
Key Bridge

4 Days

April
4-7

Shotgun
Rifle

1 Gobbler

Forks,
Key Bridge

4 Days

April
11-14

Shotgun
Rifle

1 Gobbler

Enoree
40,000 Acres

4 Days

Nov.
1-4

Shotgun
Rifle

1 Buck, Hogs

Enoree

4 Days

Nov.
15-18

Shotgun

1 Buck, Hogs

Enoree

4 Days

April
11-14

Shotgun
Rifle

1 Gobbler

Rules and Regulations
1. No charge is made for hunts, but hunters must obtain a permit at a Check Station ( one

or more on each area). Permit good for entire hunt period.
2. Hunters must report out at Check Station when hunt is completed. All game must be
shown at the Check Station.
3. All residents 12 years of age or older must have a valid county or statewide license.
All non-residents must have a valid season or short term non-resident license.
4. Camping is permitted at designated sites. Improved camp sites with toilets and drinking
water are located at Elmwood and Buck Hall on the Francis Marion National Forest.
One improved site is located near the center of the Forks Management area on the
Sumter National Forest. Maps of the individual management areas will be available at
the Check Stations.
5. Where rifles are permitted for deer hunting only those of adequate ballistics will be
allowed. No Rim-Fire.
6. Dogs are not permitted on the areas except on leash to facilitate finding wounded game.
For further information contact the County Game Warden, Warden Supervisor or
District Biologist.
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Walhalla Youth
Sets S. C. Record

Although Santee-Cooper is generally recognized as the top striped bass
water of the Southeast, James Davison
of Augusta (above) nominates the
Savannah River as his choice, and he
catches enough fish to back up his
claim.
Doing most of his fishing in the
afternoons at the Savannah lock and
dam, about 20 minutes from Augusta,
he caught 168 stripers last year, not
listing fish under two pounds. His
largest fish is a 32-pounder and he's
caught quite a few over 20 pounds.
He says he's been to Santee-Cooper
after stripers seven times and has yet
to catch his first fish.

.

---:SCWRC---

The bobcat and lynx are this country's only bobtailed native cats.

A State brown trout record was
established by 17-year-old Ju 1i an
Addis of Walhalla when he landed a
13¼ pounder in the Chauga river
July 27.
Addis was using a spinning outfit
with 12-pound line and with a cricket
as the bait. The trout was 29 inches
long and had a girth of 19 inches.
( Addis is no doubt a good fisherman but he is handicapped by being
a truthful person. He says it took him
only four or five minutes to land the
big trout, while most anglers of our
acquaintance would have sworn they
battled the monster for half an hour.)

Warren
(Continued from page 2)

independent he was a strong supporter of the then Governor Strom
Thurmond as presidential candidate
of the States Rights Party in 1948 and
in 1956 was campaign chairman for
the South Carolinians for Independent
Electors, a group supporting Senator
Harry Byrd of Virginia for president.
His wife, the former Rita Louise
Lightsey of Brunson, died Oct. 13,
1918. Survivors include his son,
George Warren II of Hampton; a
daughter, Mrs. Louise Warren Cain
of St. Augustine, Fla., and four grandchildren.

Marine Fish Booklet Released
An illustrated b o o k 1 et, Marine
Fishes of South Carolina, has been
released by Bears Bluff Laboratories,
the State's marine fisheries research
station on Wadmalaw Island.
Charles M. Bearden, research biologist, is the author and Gilbert J. Maggioni, a former staff member, the
illustrator.
One hundred and ten of the 250
kinds of fishes found in South Carolina waters are illustrated. Each of the
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drawings is accompanied by a text
giving the common and scientific
names of the fish, the extent of its
range up and down the Atlantic seaboard, the area where it is usually
caught in South Carolina, size, color
and habits.
Copies of the booklet can be
secured without cost as long as they
last but requests by mail must include
eight cents in stamps to cover the cost
of mailing.

Heyward
(Continued from page 3)

in the U. S. Air Force. He was dis-

charged as a major in 1946 and now
holds a reserve commission as a lieutenant colonel.
He is the owner of Heyward Supply
Company, a marine supplies firm, and
lives at 548 Huger Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Heyward have two
sons and they are members of Grace
Protestant Episcopal Church, of which
Mr. Heyward is a past senior warden.
- - -SCWRC---

Wardens
(Continued from page 5)

sonnel in the areas where the fish are
placed.
In conclusion, I offer this observation. You are the "eyes and ears" of
the Department. When a hunter or
fisherman has a question about wildlife, he automatically looks to his local
warden for the answer. In your area,
you are the S. C. Wildlife Resources
Department.
- - -:S CWRC---

Except in winter the otter eats far
fewer fish than commonly believed
and those eaten are mainly non-game
species.
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE
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Some fish the crowded piers and some the offshore waters but there'll always be anglers who prefer the
beaches, soothed by the rolling waves and waiting for a strike. (Photo by Brown.)

Beach Scene

•

I

l
Poetry in flight are these ring-billed gulls on a lonely autumn beach on the South Carolina coast. (Photo by
Brown.)

